Résumé
INTRODUCTION
The idea of creating a "comparable" corpus of English (Baker 1995: 234) has been recently realised in the design of a monolingual, multi-source-language English Comparable Corpus (ECC).
1 At the time of writing, this corpus represents two text genres:
2 newspapers and narrative prose, and has an overall size of 2 million words. A previous investigation of a ECC subsection consisting of newspaper articles has shed new light on the linguistic nature of translational English (Laviosa-Braithwaite 1996 , 1997 Laviosa 1998) . The study shows that, in the British newspapers The Guardian and The European, the translated articles use a relatively lower proportion of lexical versus grammatical words 3 independently of the source language, as well as a higher proportion of frequent versus less frequent words. Moreover, the 108 most frequent words (or list head) are repeated more often, the nucleus of the words most frequently used is less varied, and the average sentence length is lower.
The analysis of newspaper articles has also shown other interesting differences between translated and original texts. In both newspapers, the translations use the present tense of the auxiliary verbs "to be" and "to have" more frequently. Translated articles are also found to be more homogeneous in respect of lexical density, as shown by their relatively lower variance: a phenomenon I have named "convergence" in an attempt to convey the meaning of clustering of a corpus of translations around the average value of a linguistic feature (Laviosa 1998) .
The aim of the present study is to investigate the extent to which the global linguistic patterns discovered in translated newspaper articles are also typical of translated narrative prose, with a view to identifying the distinguishing features of translational English. The first part of the paper gives details of the composition and general features of the comparable corpus of English narrative texts. This is followed by the statement of hypotheses, the exposition of the results, and discussion. In the final section, I will evaluate my analyses and make suggestions for further research.
THE COMPARABLE CORPUS OF NARRATIVE PROSE

The Translational Component
2.1.1.The publications
The collection of translated narrative comprises 14 published works in total; two are biographies, the rest is fiction. All the works included are complete texts, with the exception of Forbidden Territory, which is a sample of 38,714 words. The majority of publishers are British. 
2.1.2.Source languages, translators' gender, and direction of translation
As the tables below show, the Romance languages are by far the best represented both in terms of word count and number of texts 4 (table 1). The proportion of male translators is considerably higher than that of female translators (table 2) . The vast majority of translations have been carried out into the mother tongue (table 3) .
2.1.3.The process of translation
The majority of the translations have been carried out by highly reputed professional literary translators. All publications have been commissioned by publishers or editors, with the exception of two of Lawrence Venuti's translations (Fantastic Tales and Passion) which he initiated. Copyright is held either by the translator, the publisher or the editor of a collection. Most of the translations have been edited to varying degrees by either the publisher, the series editor or a freelancer hired by the publisher. Peter Bush's and Giovanni Pontiero's works, in particular, have been produced in close cooperation with the author. 
Comparability between Translated and Original Narrative Works
The translational and the non-translational components of the corpus are comparable with regard to the relative proportion of biography and fiction, time span, distribution of female and male authors, distribution of single and team authorship, and overall size of each component (see table 4 below). Moreover, the target audience of both collections can be characterised as literate, intellectual adults of both sexes. Highly experimental works of fiction and poetry have been excluded from both components of the corpus because these tend to have restricted audiences and are arguably less representative of general original and translational language.
STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES
The lexical and stylistic patterns previously found in translated versus original newspaper articles (Laviosa-Braithwaite 1997; Laviosa 1998) form the basis of two initial sets of hypotheses:
The translational component of the comparable corpus of narrative texts has a lower lexical density and mean sentence length than the non-translational component. The translational component of the comparable corpus of narrative texts contains a higher proportion of high frequency words and its list head covers a greater percentage of text with fewer lemmas than the non-translational component.
RESULTS CONCERNING THE INITIAL HYPOTHESES
Lexical Density and Mean Sentence Length
5
The lexical density is highly significantly lower 6 in translated narrative, while the mean sentence length, contrary to my predictions, is significantly higher 7 (see figure 1 and table 5). The analysis of the individual scores reveals that the texts with the highest mean sentence length are Wittgenstein's Nephew: A friendship by Thomas Bernhard, translated by Ewald Osers from German (with an average of 35.41 words per sentence), and The Gospel according to Jesus Christ and The Stone Raft, both by José Saramago, translated by Giovanni Pontiero from the Portuguese (44.12 and 52.93 words per sentence respectively). Even excluding these texts, the mean sentence length for the translational narrative is still significantly higher than the comparable original group (18.62 vs 15.62).
8
The first set of hypotheses is therefore confirmed only with regard to lexical density. This is partly consistent with the corresponding results concerning the newspaper subcorpus, which reveal significantly lower values for both lexical density and mean sentence length in translated texts (Laviosa 1998 
List Heads and Proportion of High Frequency Words
The list head of the translational component represents 56.2% of the entire collection and contains 82 lemmas, while the corresponding percentage for the nontranslational collection is 51.6% with 87 lemmas 9 (see figure 2, and appendices 1, 2, 3, and 4). These results are consistent with those obtained for the newspaper subcorpus and suggest that the nucleus of words most frequently used in translational narrative is less varied and accounts for a larger part of the entire component, when compared with the original narrative.
On average, the proportion of high frequency words used is significantly higher in the translated narrative than in the comparable original works 10 (see figure 3 ). This result is consistent with the corresponding finding concerning the newspaper collections.
The second set of hypotheses is therefore confirmed.
ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Variance
11
The variance for lexical density and proportion of high frequency words is very low in both samples and only marginally higher in translational narrative. However, it figure 3) . The variance drops considerably to the value of 21.45286116 when the three translated texts with the highest mean sentence length are removed from the sample, but it is still higher than the corresponding value for the non-translational narrative, though not significantly so.
13
The results concerning variance do not confirm the greater homogeneity found in translated newspaper articles in respect to lexical density.
The Auxiliary Verbs "to be" and "to have"
Only the forms "is," "are," and "has" are more frequent in translational narrative. The form "had" is used more often in non-translational texts. There are negligible differences in the use of the forms "was," "were," and "have" (see table 6 ). Unlike the corresponding analysis performed on the newspaper collections, there does not seem to be a clear pattern showing a preference in translational texts for the present tense of the auxiliary verbs "to have" and "to be" versus the past tense. Position  IS  12th  25th  ARE  48th  61st  WAS  9th  8th  WERE  35th  31st  HAS  63rd  -HAVE  31st  33rd  HAD  21st  13th   Table 6 Position of the auxiliary verbs in the list heads: Narrative Prose
DISCUSSION
The evidence provided suggests that translational texts of narrative prose exhibit specific patterns of lexical use arising from the proportion of content words versus grammatical words used; the percentage of frequent versus less frequent vocabulary; the proportion of text represented by the list head, and its lexical variety.
Contrary to my prediction, the mean sentence length is significantly higher in translational narrative texts compared to the originals. This pattern holds even when the three texts with the very highest scores are taken out of the sample on the grounds that they may be highly idiosyncratic and unrepresentative.
14 The different conventions regarding the punctuation of abbreviations and acronyms (see note 4) of translated and original works cannot explain this result because open punctuation is on the whole more common in the non-translational texts. This factor would therefore contribute to reducing, rather than increasing, the mean sentence length of the translational component. Moreover, since the number of texts examined in this study is small, it is not possible to try and assess the influence of the source language using the methodology tested on the newspaper collections (Laviosa-Braithwaite 1997). Further evidence on a much larger and varied corpus is necessary before any plausible explanation can be put forward for this finding.
The relatively low variance in both translational and non-translational texts in respect to lexical density and proportion of high frequency words suggests that both samples are fairly homogeneous. The differences in variance are marginal and suggest that the translational narrative is only slightly more idiosyncratic than the comparable original texts. On the other hand, owing to the exceedingly high scores of three of the works included in the translational sample, translated texts appear to be considerably more idiosyncratic than original ones in respect of mean sentence length. I cautiously hypothesize, pending further evidence from a more varied and larger sample, that the average sentence length may be particularly sensitive, in the narrative subject domain, to the influence of different source languages, as well as the author's particular style.
In any event, the analysis of variance in narrative prose does not confirm the greater homogeneity found in newspaper articles in respect to lexical density. It could be that this phenomenon may be detectable only with a large number of texts. The narrative corpus is, in fact, much larger in size than the newspaper corpus 15 but is made up of fewer texts. 16 This feature of translated text may pertain only to subject fields other than narrative.
In summary, we can say that four main global patterns appear to characterise newspaper and narrative translational texts in English: i) Translated texts have a relatively lower percentage of content words versus grammatical words (i.e. their lexical density is lower);
ii) The proportion of high frequency words versus low frequency words is relatively higher in translated texts; iii) The list head of a corpus of translated texts accounts for a larger area of the corpus (i.e. the most frequent words are repeated more often); iv) The list head of translated texts contains fewer lemmas.
I propose to call these regular features of translated text "core patterns of lexical use" in an attempt to convey the fact that because they occur in two different subject domains, they may prove typical of English translated text in general.
EVALUATION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The investigation carried out in the present study differs from most previous research into the linguistic nature of translational language in several ways. First of all, it has used computerised corpora as data and computerised methods of analysis for processing this data. 17 Secondly, it has been carried out entirely in the target language environment. And finally, it has focused on global patterns of language use, which, by their very nature, cannot be discerned through manual analysis.
At presents, corpus design is limited by the restricted number of publications, the over-representation of Romance languages, and the problem of achieving an adequate level of comparability between translated and original texts (Laviosa 1997). These concerns need to be addressed in future studies. Nevertheless, I think this new methodology can be fruitfully employed to assess the extent to which the core patterns of lexical use are language -subject domain -or modality -specific. The procedure one could adopt for this purpose would consist of creating and comparing ad hoc subcorpora in which each of the latter features is controlled in turn.
Moreover, the annotation of extra-textual attributes, such as the translators' gender or the direction in which the translation is carried out, can be used to study possible links between these variables and the lexical patterning of translated texts. This evidence can, in turn, form the basis for the elaboration of the type of probabilistic and conditional "laws of translational behaviour" proposed by Toury, which are based on the systematic observation of regularities in translation and translating (Toury 1995: 259-279) .
What an ECC-based methodology cannot tells us, however, is why certain patterns occur and how they come about. The corpus design and methods of analysis adopted in this research focus on the character of the final product of translation, rather than the processes underlying it. When studying translation as a product entirely in the target language environment, we can only put forward suggestions regarding the possible causes that may have led to certain patterns. In order to find an explanation for our results, we would need to construct and analyse in parallel another corpus that would include the source texts of the translational component of ECC.
In conclusion, I would like to propose that, providing the present corpus is suitably enlarged and rendered more balanced, the core patterns of lexical use identified in the present investigation can be taken as sources of hypotheses to test on a variety of translational text genres and different types of translation (for example, conference, court interpreting, etc.). This is done in order to establish whether and to what extent these regularities are subject field and/or modality specific and/or language specific, or whether they can indeed be considered universal features of translational English.
Notes
1.
The English Comparable Corpus consists of two computerised collections of texts in English: one, which I refer to as Translational English Corpus (TEC), comprises translations from a variety of source languages; the other, which I have called Non-Translational English Corpus (NON-TEC), includes original English texts of a similar type produced during a similar time span. 2.
The terms subject domain, subject field, text category and text genre are used interchangeably in this study. They all refer to groups of texts considered similar by the corpus compiler or by general consensus on the basis of their extra-linguistic features. I have deliberately chosen to avoid the words "genre" and "text type" on their own, because these are used by Biber and Finegan to refer to two different notions (Biber and Finegan 1986, 1991) . According to these scholars, "genres" are "the text categories readily distinguished by speakers of English (e.g. novels, newspaper articles, public speeches)" (Biber and Finegan 1991: 213) . The notion of "genre" is therefore used to characterise texts on the basis of external criteria (Biber and Finegan 1986: 20) . "Text types," conversely, are defined in terms of the linguistic characteristics of the texts themselves. They represent sets of texts "that are similar with respect to their linguistic form, irrespective of genre categories" (Biber and Finegan 1986: 20) . Their identification therefore depends on the analysis of the predominant linguistic features of the texts, which in the case of Biber's studies is carried out through Factor Analysis. Nakamura (1989, 1991, 1994) makes the same distinction between "genre" and "text type," and uses a statistical method called "Extended HAYASHI's Quantification Method Type III" to describe text types in large corpora (Nakamura 1994: 141). 3.
As a measure of the proportion of lexical versus grammatical words, I have used lexical density as defined by Stubbs (1986 Stubbs ( : 33, 1996 . Lexical density is expressed as a percentage and is calculated by subtracting the number of function words in a text from the number of running words (which gives the number of lexical words) and then dividing the result by the number of running words. 4.
The word "texts" refers to the actual ASCII Text Files which make up a collection of texts within the corpus. In some cases (The Dedalus Book of Surrealism and Fantastic Tales), a book has been divided into a number of text files because it contains translations from varied source languages and authors. 5.
The term "sentence" is simply used to refer to "the orthographic unit that is contained between full stops" (Halliday 1985: 193) . "Sentence length" is the number of words that are comprised between full stops. The computer program used in the present analysis (WordSmith Tools) does not identify the full stops in decimals as sentence endings, but those included in abbreviations and acronyms are processed as markers of sentence boundaries. This does not appear to be a problem for the newspaper corpus, since both The Guardian and The European use open punctuation. On the other hand, different conventions apply to the publications belonging to the narrative corpus. A random check has revealed that translated texts tend to use full punctuation for the most common abbreviations (e.g. Mr. and Mrs.), while in the original texts open punctuation is more common. These differences may very well affect the results of the comparative analyses of average sentence length and will be taken into account when discussing the results (see section 6). I am aware that the concept of sentence is not straightforward, nor universal. Although Halliday (1985: xxi) maintains that the sentence constitutes a "significant border post" to which writing systems are sensitive, he also recognises that "the sentence itself is an indeterminate category" (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 232) . This point of view is substantiated by Baker"s observation that punctuation, which is highly developed in English and is used to indicate breaks in information flow, varies considerably among languages. In Arabic, for example, full stops are frequently found only at the end of paragraphs, so that sentences as such are extremely long and made up mostly of coordinate clauses (Baker 1992: 193, 215 and personal communication, 1996) . 6. t = -3.83978577 (p < 0.005). 7. I have used the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test of significance. The result of this test is: U = 68 (p < 0.025). 8. t = 1.886009763 (p < 0.1). 9. The difference between these percentages is highly significant: Z = 59.96236118 (p < 0.001). 10. t = 1.379166319 (p < 0.1). 11. The variance is a statistical measure of the variability or dispersion of scores around the average value. It indicates the degree to which a group lacks homogeneity, so that the higher is the value, the less homogeneous the group is. 12. The results of the F statistic are as follows:
F(14,18) = 1.369980071 (p > 0.05) for Lexical Density F(14,18) = 1.348710539 (p > 0.05) for Proportion of High Frequency Words F(14,18) = 10.912147741 (p < 0.005) for Mean Sentence Length. 13. F(11,18) = 1.700881364 (p > 0.05). 14. With regard to José Saramago's novels in particular, the late Giovanni Pontiero, Saramago's regular English translator, in his preface to The History of the Siege of Lisbon writes: "As in his other novels, Saramago's paragraph-long sentences, minimally interrupted by punctuation, challenge the reader to follow his continuous stream of thought, thus permitting a stronger sense of interaction and a more diverse interpretation of phrases and clauses." 15. The overall size of the translational newspaper collections is 74,791 words, whereas the size of the translational biography and fiction combined in the narrative subcorpus is 999,945 words. 16. 102 translated newspaper articles were selected from The Guardian; 64 from The European. 
